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Abstract

Recently� the major target of automatic speech recognition research has shifted from dictation of document�style
sentences to transcription of spontaneous conversational�style speech� Research in this �eld is still immature� and
the current recognition accuracy is low� Language models play a crucial role in automatic speech recognition
since they provide e�ective constraint and preference for possible word sequences� The most widely used
language model is the n�gram model� which is powerful in modeling short�distance dependencies between words�
but cannot capture long�distance dependencies because it relies on a word history limited to n� � words� This
thesis addresses the trigger�based language model� which incorporates long�distance topic constraints by means
of related keywords� called trigger pairs� Meetings and conversations� which are the main target of this study� are
centered in a topic in many cases� so the trigger pairs could capture long�distance topic constraints� The trigger�
based language model is also insensitive to dis�uencies� which are prominent characteristics in conversational
speech� because it focuses on the co�occurrence of topic keywords�

However� reliable statistical estimation is the most critical problem for this kind of long�distance language
model� especially for spontaneous speech� where only a small amount of training data is available compared
with document�style language� This work proposes two methods to fully exploit the available in�domain data
to adapt the trigger�based language model to conversational speech� Here� task�dependent trigger pairs are
extracted that match more closely the addressed task� In addition� to enhance the reliability of probability
estimates derived from the small amount of data� a back�o� scheme that incorporates the statistics from a large
corpus is proposed�

Chapter � introduces the two main approaches to language modeling and the application of statistical
language modeling to automatic speech recognition�

Chapter � reviews the major language modeling techniques and presents the concept of the proposed ap�
proach� Then� the evaluation measures for language model performance and the di�erent ways of incorporating
long�distance language models are explained�

Chapter � presents a trigger�based language model for the transcription of travel expressions and extem�
poraneous speeches on given topics� Generally in language modeling� when the training corpus matches the
target task� its size is typically small� and therefore insu	cient to provide reliable probability estimates� On
the other hand� large corpora are often too general to capture task dependency� The proposed approach tries to
overcome this generality�sparseness trade�o� problem by constructing a trigger�based language model in which
task�dependent trigger pairs are �rst extracted from the corpus that matches the task� and then their occur�
rence probabilities are estimated from both the task corpus and a large text corpus to avoid the data sparseness
problem� In the experiments� the perplexity by the proposed model was lower than that by the conventional
trigger�based model constructed from one single corpus� and ���
� lower than the baseline�

Chapter � addresses the trigger�based language model for the transcription of panel discussions on political
and economic issues� In meetings� the topic is focused and consistent throughout the whole session� therefore
keywords can be correlated over long distances� The trigger�based language model can capture such long�
distance dependencies� but the derived trigger pairs are not task�dependent if it is typically constructed from
a large general corpus� The proposed method makes use of the initial speech recognition results to extract
task�dependent trigger pairs and to estimate their statistics� Moreover� the back�o� scheme is introduced to
exploit the statistics estimated from a large corpus� The proposed model reduced the perplexity considerably
more than the typical trigger�based language model constructed from a large corpus� and achieved a remarkable
perplexity reduction of ��� over the baseline when combined with an adapted trigram language model� In
addition� a reduction in word error rate was obtained when using the proposed language model to rescore word
graphs�

Chapter  concludes the thesis with a summary of contributions and future directions�


